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Abstract
This study adopts the Generalized Autoregressive Conditional
Heteroskedasticity-in-Mean
Autoregressive
Moving
Average
(GARCH-M-ARMA) and Exponentially Generalized Autoregressive
Conditional Heteroskedasticity-in-Mean Autoregressive Moving Average
(EGARCH-M-ARMA) models to analyze the spillover, asymmetric volatility,
and leverage effects of financial exchange-traded funds (ETFs). The results
show that bilateral relationships exist between financial and non-financial
ETFs. Both ETFs have negative asymmetric volatility, suggesting that the
value of stock indices and ETFs reveal conditional heterokesdasticity.
Financial and non-financial ETFs also have negative leverage effects on
benchmark indexes. Bilateral relations in terms of the spillover effects of
volatilities and leverage effects exist between financial and non-financial
ETFs.
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1 - Introduction
Exchange-traded fund (ETF) was launched for the first time by State
Street Global Advisors in 1993, and the ETF market place has grown
significantly since then. The global ETF market had grown to $2.25 trillion
assets in 2013 with more than four thousand funds. China's economy, the fourth
biggest in the world, has achieved rapid and steady growth over the past 20
years. However, accessing China's capital market remains difficult for global
investors. Under these circumstances, ETFs are becoming good investment
channels, and for international investors, China ETFs have become a favorite
choice for investment [Song (2006)].
Even though many investors are profiting from ETFs, critical issues about
risks have caused markets to function in a different way. In particular, some
critics have connected with ETFs the large fluctuations in volatility and
enhanced correlations in the equity market. Volatility and correlations have
indeed increased over the past few years; however, these conditions are
consistent with the terms of the macroeconomic uncertainty. Nevertheless, a
good advantage of ETFs is that they allow better direction-finding of market
environments that display correlations and higher volatility [Mazza (2012)].
Financial giants have been crippled by weries of foreclosures and crises.
Investors must be competent to recognize potential opportunities and risks.
Financial ETFs can help investors to hedge risks, cut losses, or look for better
investment opportunities. Financial ETFs can also provide investors some
associated advantages, like tax benefits, and allow them to experience more
beneficial trading with minimal transactions and lower brokerage costs.
Many empirical studies have proven that ETF indices create spillover
and leverage effects. For example, Chen and Huang (2010) revealed that has
strong spillover effects from returns for Hong Kong and Singapore. Also,
Chen (2011) found significant results on the leverage effects and bilateral
spillover effects of index return volatilities for ethical and non-ethical ETFs.
Moreover, Chen and Diaz (2012) found a strong negative/positive influence of
leverage and inverse leverage ETFs return on stock index returns. To
summarize the relevant previous studies, they found significant results on the
leverage effects and bilateral spillover effects of ETFs on index return
volatilities.
Applying similar methods, some previous studies found spillover and
the asymmetric-volatility effects in ETFs using EGARCH-M-ARMA. To
illustrate, Chen and Diaz (2012) found that there is a strong positive (negative)
influence of lagged leveraged (inversed leverage) ETFs return on current
stock index returns. In a relatively new study, Krause and Tse (2013) verified
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this results and indicate that return spillovers and asymmetric volatility create
a bi-directional volatility response effect of ETFs in the case of the United
States and Canada.
Up to this point, however, there were very few studies on financial ETFs
for the equities market. ETFs are expanding rapidly, and so are the types of
ETFs. There are many types of ETFs, namely, bond, commodity, and equity
ETFs, and each type of ETF is further divided into several sub-types. For
example, an equity ETF includes industrial, material, and financial ETFs;
while financial ETFs has 48 types, which includes bank, insurance, and
capital market. We opted to focus on financial ETFs in this study because of
the lack of research in this field.
The motivation of this study is to reveal the existence of unilateral and
bilateral-return effects of financial ETFs and their benchmark indexes. These
findings will help investors to see investment opportunities from financial
ETFs of benchmark indices or stock index to predict movements of financial
ETFs and vice versa.
This paper analyzes the existing bilateral effects and asymmetric
volatility effect of return and volatility between stock indexes and ETF returns
for financial and non-financial ETFs utilizing the Generalized Autoregressive
Conditional Heteroskedasticity-in-Mean Autoregressive Moving Average
(GARCH-M-ARMA) and Exponentially Generalized Autoregressive
Conditional Heteroskedasticity-in-Mean Autoregressive Moving Average
(EGARCH-M-ARMA) models. This paper contributes to the literature on
financial and non-financial ETFs using returns and volatilities of underlying
stock indexes and to strengthen investing strategies for better portfolio
decisions.
This article is organized in sections. Section II presents the literature
review. Section III describes the data and explains the GARCH-M-ARMA
and EGARCH-M-ARMA models. Section IV presents the empirical results of
the ETF spillovers and leverage effects of financial and non-financial ETFs,
and Section V provides the conclusion.

2 - Literature review
The global investment market has witnessed a sudden increase in the
number and capitalization of ETFs. Gao (2001) earlier explained that the
reason for this expansion are diversification, convenience, simplicity,
cost-effectiveness, transparency, flexibility, tax-efficiency, and variety. ETFs
have certainly caught investors’ attention on the many available investment
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opportunities that surfaced from their home markets. Schoenfeld (2001)
mentioned that ETFs, which can be one or a combination of investment
instruments, stands out as a diversification option because they provide varied
and flexible options for investors to invest in the global equity markets. In
achieving greater coverage in a variety of asset classes, ETFs also offers
insights into the recent use of liquid index trackers [Noël (2009)]. Deborah
(2009) also examined rankings of ETF providers, index presentation, industry
development, and applications.
The EGARCH approach and the ARMA model for ETF and stock index
returns were also adopted to analyze asymmetric volatility or leverage effects
that released non-negativity constraints in the linear GARCH approach
[Koutmos and Booth (1995); Nelson, (1991)]. In the application of
GARCH-ARMA and EGARCH-ARMA models to evaluate spillover effects
of ETFs, Chen and Huang (2010) analyzed the effect of the spillover and the
leverage effects on returns and volatilities of stock indexes and ETFs for
emerging markets and developed countries. The result shows that the spillover
effects of returns are excellent for Hong Kong, followed by Singapore. The
study found that spillover effects on stock index and ETF volatilities have
bilateral relationship. The study of Chen (2011) applied leverage effects on
ethical ETFs based on GARCH-ARMA and EGARCH-ARMA models. The
research analyzed ethical and non-ethical ETFs against benchmark indexes;
the results found that there are no differences in the spillover of returns from
volatilities and leverage effects.
Chen and Diaz (2012) established the strong positive (negative)
influence of lagged leverage (inverse leveraged) ETF returns on current stock
index returns. Lagged stock index returns have a negative (positive) effect on
leveraged (inverse leveraged) ETF returns as a result of the addition
(reduction) of total return swap exposure. Spillover effects of returns also
showed a negative bilateral relationship. A bilateral relationship in the
spillover effects of volatilities was also observed from the results. The
findings provided evidence on the higher volatility caused by leveraged ETFs.
The correlation between risks and returns is negative for both inverse
leveraged ETF returns and stock indexes, and the positive correlation for
leveraged ETFs was minor but still significant.
Krause and Tse (2013) used the EGARCH model, and found that price
discovery flows consistently from the United States to Canada and also
discovered volatility spillovers and bi-directional feedback effects. On the
other hand, Chen, et. al (2014) used ARMA and Seasonal Autoregressive
Moving Average (SARMA) revealed that Real Estate Investment
Trust-Exchange-Traded Funds have bilateral-return influences with their
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tracked indices, demonstrated a robust positive connection.

3 - Data and methodology
This study uses daily closing prices of financial and non-financial ETFs,
and their corresponding stock indexes from the Yahoo! Finance website. The
study period involves various ETF inception dates until the 12th of May 2012.
Only financial ETFs from the Broad Financial List, especially those in the
insurance and financial services, were selected. The other selected five
international financial ETFs are from Brazil, China, Canada, Europe,
Emerging market and financial ETFs, and two U.S. financial ETFs.
Non-financial ETFs came from the industrial sector, consumer, industrial, and
material ETFs such as Brazil Consumer ETFs, China Industrial ETFs, and
Capped Material Index from Canada, Emerging Market Metal Mining, Europe
ETFs, Down Jones U.S. Industrial, and Select Sector SPDR USA were also
selected for comparison. The New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) Composite
Index, S&PTSX Composite Index Toronto, and NASDAQ Composite were
included as benchmark stock indexes.
The spillover and leverage effects of ETFs and stock index returns and
their volatilities were estimated. Returns were measured as the logarithm of
returns. The difference between the logarithm of price at time t-1 for ETFs
and the difference between the logarithm of index (I) at time t and time t-1 for
stock index were calculated with the equations below.
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where Ri ,t and Ri ,t represent stock index returns and the i,t financial or
non-financial ETFs returns at time t, respectively, I is stock index, and P is
ETF price.
Previous research revealed using the GARCH model like that of Chan et
al. (1991) using the bivariate GARCH model, proved that stock and futures
market can be used to predict the future volatility in other markets. Liu and
Pan (1997), on the other hand, found that volatility spillover and the leverage
effect in the United States influenced the Asia financial market. In a more
recent set of studies, Steeley (2006) found that bond market volatility
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influenced both stock and bond markets in utilizing a GARCH model.
Morales (2008) used GARCH and EGARCH models and indicated clear
confirmation of volatility determination among valuable metals returns. There
is also an evidence of bidirectional volatility spillovers in the majority of
studied cases. Furthermore, asymmetric spillover effects discovered that
pessimistic information has a stronger impact in these markets than optimistic
news. Using a bivariate GARCH approach, Dean et al. (2010) found that there
is asymmetry in return and volatility spillover among bond and stock markets
in Australia.
The advantage of this study, using the GARCH-M-ARMA and
EGARCH-M-ARMA models is that both models reveal a more accurate
prediction of financial ETFs and vice versa. This study mainly focuses on
financial ETFs because of the lack of research in this field, and to further
strengthened the determination of spillover and leverage effects.
The GARCH-ARMA models were adopted to determine if GARCH
effects exist between stock index returns and ETF returns and to verify if the
data have conditional heteroskedasticity [Chen and Huang (2010)]. The
EGARCH model proposed by Nelson (1991) and the ARMA specification for
stock index and ETF returns were also adopted to analyze asymmetric
volatility or leverage effects with non-negativity constraints in the linear
GARCH model. The components of the combination of GARCH (p, q)
-ARMA (g, s) and EGARCH (p, q) - ARMA (g, s) models were illustrated
[Niarchos et al. (1999); Huang and Yang (2002); Xu and Fung (2005)].
The interdependence between stock index and ETF returns is affected by
market shocks. The spillover and leverage effects are illustrated as follows:
g
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for EGARCH-M,

(6)
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heteroscedasticity of ARCH.
The null hypothesis, H0, means no spillover effects of volatility (v=0;
l=0), against the alternative hypothesis, H1, related to having spillover effects
of volatility, (v≠0; l ≠0). If v is significantly higher than zero, then lagged
residual stock index will affect ETF volatility. If l is significantly unequal to
zero, then lagged residual ETF will influence stock index volatility. Possible
q
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volatility spillover effects were considered to verify cross-market dynamics
for stock indexes and ETFs returns.
The unilateral effect of lagged ETF returns on stock index returns and
vice versa, or the bilateral return influence and asymmetric volatility effects
between financial or non-financial ETFs and the stock indexes that are being
tracked were identified. Risk and return relationships in standard deviation are
denoted by z and k coefficients; and in that order, a positive relationship exists
in accordance with other previous studies that utilized the GARCH-M model
[Chou (1987); French, et al.(1987)]. Therefore, this study can determine
whether a positive or negative connection exists between risks and returns of
stock indexes and financial or non-financial ETFs. Given the significance of
these results, this research provides a different direction from that of previous
studies that only considered the spillover and leverage effects of non-financial
ETFs.
This study tested the null hypothesis, H0, (which states that the sequence
has no spillover effects of returns (w = 0; d = 0)) against the alternative
hypothesis, H1, (which states that the sequence has the spillover effect of
returns (w ≠ 0; d≠ 0)). The coefficients w and d represent the spillover effect
of ETFs and stock index returns, respectively. If w is significantly different
from zero, the lagged stock index returns will affect ETF. If d is significantly
unequal to zero, the lagged ETF returns will affect the stock index returns.
The use of GARCH models that incorporate the possibility of spillover
enabled us to determine whether ETF and stock index returns in different
markets are interdependent or whether they respond to domestic market
shocks.
4 - Results
Table 1 shows that the average returns for the majority of the samples are
positive, except for three financial ETFs, namely, Global X Brazil Financial
(BRAF), Global X China Financial ETF (CHIX), and MSCI Europe Financial
Index (EUFN); and for one non-financial ETFs, the Global China Industrials
ETF (CHII). Generally, we can say that financial and non-financial ETFs are an
investment for diversification because average returns positive, and standard
deviations for both are relatively small. However, the majority of the financial
data under study, including some of stock returns have negatively skewed,
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which means that perhaps the future data will be smaller than mean.
The result for financial ETFs and non-financial ETFs kurtosis are
leptokurtic, which means that the stock will have a quite low quantity of
variance, because returns are usually closer to the mean. Kurtosis also helps
us to recognize the level of risk in the stock. Leptokurtic distribution is
preferred by investors who wish to keep away from large and inconsistent
swings in portfolio returns, which may negatively affect the volatility
structures of their investments. All Jarque-Bera statistics are significant for all
samples showing that the assumption of normal distribution of the residual
cannot be accepted.
Table 2 indicates that the results of the Augmented Dickey Fuller test are
all significant, showing that the observed time series for ETFs returns and stock
indexes returns are stationary. This paper uses the minimum Akaike
Information Criterion (AIC) for getting the best model for the ARMA, GARCH,
and EGARCH models [Engle and Ng (1991)]. Test for serial correlation applies
the Breusch-Godfrey LM test, and shows that the null hypothesis cannot be
rejected for all of ETFs and stock Index returns, which means no serial
correlation. The use of the ARCH-LM test illustrates that the null hypothesis of
no ARCH effects for all samples can be rejected. The results of the ARCH-LM
test again shows that the GARCH-ARMA and EGARCH-ARMA models have
the capability to eliminate ARCH errors in the residuals. Leverage effect is
verified through EGARCH-ARMA estimations by checking significant
autocorrelation, and by examining the volatility of stock index and ETF
returns that exhibit conditional heterokesdasticity [Chen and Diaz (2012)]. The
results of EGARCH- ARMA models for the leverage effect (δ) indicate that all
financial and non-financial ETFs and stock index returns are significant in
Table 3, which is consistent with the results obtained by [Chen (2004),
Balaban (2005), Li (2007), and Chen and Huang (2010)]. All ETFs produce
negative asymmetric volatility effects. Two financial instruments converged in
their values. The empirical result of EGARCH-M-ARMA for ETF risk (z)
shows that based on the ARCH-M model, the expected risk and return is
positive for EMFN and EMT ETFs and negative for IYG and VGK ETFs. The
result also indicates that the expected risk and return for stock index risk (k) is
positive for BRAF/NYA ETFs and negative for EMFN/NAS and IYJ/NYA
ETFs. The spillover effect of return (w) in relation to lagged stock index
returns has a negative effect on EUFN financial ETF and BRAQ non-financial
ETF. According to EGARCH-M-ARMA models, the spillover effect of returns
(d) has a positive effect on the returns of
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stock indexes for CHIX/NYA, EMFN/NAS, BRAQ/NYA, CHII/NYA and
EMT/NYA ETFs and negative effects on returns of stock index for IYG/NYA
ETFs. The spillover effects of volatilities with EGARCH-M-ARMA models
show that six ETFs and stock indexes have positive effects on the volatility of
the ETFs, and vice versa in terms of lagged stock index volatility. Bilateral
connections such as BRAF/NYA, XFN/GSP, XMA/GSP, VGK/NYA,
IYJ/NYA, and XLI/NYA ETFs also exist. Lagged stock index volatility has a
positive effect on EMFN/NYA and CHIX/NYA ETFs. Lagged ETF volatility
has a positive effect on the volatility of the stock index for IYG/NYA and
BRAQ/NYA, whereas lagged ETF volatility has a negative effect on the
volatility of the stock index for IAK/NYA ETFs. Lagged stock index volatility
has significant and positive effects on the volatility of CHIX and EMFN ETFs.
Tables 4 and 5 show the results for the GARCH-M-ARMA model,
which determine the stable convergence of GARCH. The sum of all
coefficients, namely, αi, ψi,βi,  1and ζi,is constrained to be lesser or equal than
1, which is consistent with the result of [Baillie and DeGennaro (1990) and
Chen and Huang (2010)]. The estimated values for ψi and ζi are not equal
with those of αi and βi in terms of the volatility of financial and non-financial
ETFs. This finding implies the existence of the volatility clustering
phenomenon. Table 4 presents empirical evidence showing that the previous
unexpected return (  1 ) for XFN and IAK is significant at the 1% level and
has greater negative impact on financial ETF returns compared to that of
non-financial returns XMA and VGK ETFs, which indicated that previous
unexpected returns have a negative influence on Canada and USA markets for
financial ETFs returns and Canada and Europe market for non-financial ETFs
returns. On the other hand, the study finds positive impact of CHIX financial
ETFs and IYJ non-financial ETFs returns. The coefficient  2 is significant
at the 1% level and has positive lagged innovations result for CHIX, BRAQ,
CHII, and IYJ ETFs, but negative lagged innovations for XFN and EMT;
while the coefficient  3 for XMA ETFs have a negative lagged innovation
result. Table 4 also shows the impact of lagged innovations on current
conditional variance, almost all a1 coefficients have positive and significant
results except for the EUFN ETF. The results for a2 coefficients of CHIX,
XFN, EMFN, IAK and XMA ETFs have negative significant values, while
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IYG ETF has the only negative significant result for a3. Meanwhile, the ψ1
coefficients are significant except for the EMT ETF, revealing that the lagged
conditional variance of ETF returns has a positive impact on the current
conditional variance except for the for ψ2 coefficients of XFN and XMA ETFs
which showed a negative influence. The last column of Table 4 shows that the
ψ3 coefficients show that EUFN and XMA ETFs have positive significant
results, but negative significant results are observed in IYG, EMT and XLI
ETFs. The authors observed that NYA/BRAF, GSP/XFN, and NAS/EMFN for
financial ETFs and NYA/BRAQ and NYA/IYJ for non-financial ETFs have
positive and have strong significance at the 1% level of the lagged innovation
(1), indicating that these stock index returns have a positive influence, as
shown in Table 5. For  2 coefficients, the findings show positive results for
NYA/BRAF, GSP/XFN, NYA/EMT, and NYA/XLI; and negative results for
the  3 coefficients of NAS/EUFN, NYA/BRAQ, NYA/EMT, NYA/IYJ, and
NYA/XLI except for NYA/BRAF which has a positive result. The conditional
variance equation represented by ζ1 also shows a significant positive effect on
stock index returns associated with financial ETFs for NYA/BRAF, GSP/XFN,
and NAS/EUFN and non-financial ETFs for GSP/XMA and NYA/XLI. The
result for ζ2 and ζ3 coefficients have shown positive significant results for
financial and non-financial ETFs, which means that lagged innovations and
lagged conditional stock index return variance generate the current
conditional variance. The authors also found in the volatility of the stock
index return that the coefficient of b1 are almost positive, except for
NYA/CHIX financial ETFs and NYA/EMT non-financial ETFs. The positive
result means that lagged innovations and lagged conditional stock index return
variance generate a positive impact on the current conditional variance. For b3
coefficients all financial and non-financial ETFs have positive significant
results, and for b2 coefficients, just NYA/CHIX financial ETFs; and only
NYA/BRAQ and, NYA/EMT for non-financial ETFs have positive results.

5 - Conclusions
This research documented the results of the GARCH-M-ARMA and
EGARCH-M-ARMA models to analyze the spillover of returns and
volatilities and the leverage effects of financial and non-financial ETFs.
Findings show that a bilateral connection exists between financial and
non-financial ETFs, which affects the benchmark indexes. The spillover
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effects of volatilities in non-financial ETFs have a strong positive influence on
stocks; however, stock indexes have several negative effects on non-financial
ETFs. Another finding provides evidence that non-financial ETFs and stock
indexes have more spillover effects of volatility than financial ETFs and
stocks as exhibited by XMA/GSP, VGK/NYA, and XLI/NYA. These findings
indicate that the spillover effects of volatilities have positive bilateral effects
on stock indexes and non-financial ETFs in Canada, Europe, and the USA.
Financial ETFs in Brazil and Canada have positive spillover effects of
volatility.
The spillover effects of ETF return also have a positive effect on a stock
index. Tests with EGARCH-M-ARMA reveal that all ETF (financial and
non-financial) and stock index returns are strongly negative for leverage effect
(δ).
Risk and return relationships are denoted by the z and k coefficients
showed that expected risk and return on ETF risk (z) is negative for the USA
and European market and positive for emerging market. The result also
indicates the expected risk and return for stock index risk (k) is negative for
emerging market but positive for Brazil.
This study can help fund managers and investors establish appropriate
strategies for portfolio investment, especially for financial ETFs in the
international finance market. Investors can also evaluate stock and benchmark
indexes before investing in ETFs, and vice versa.
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